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January 25, 1996-

Mr. Mark L. Moore
Reactor Facility Director
Armed Forces Radiobiology

Research Institute
8901 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20889-5603 ;

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO AFRRI COMENTS ON NRC DRAFT DOCUMENTS

Dear Mr. Moore: |

By letter dated June 7, 1994, you provided comments on Chapters 5 and 14 of
the draft " Format and Content for Applications for the Licensing of Non-Power ;
Reactors" and " Standard Review Plan and Acceptance Criteria for Applications ,

for the Licensing of Non-Power Reactors." Thank you for taking the time and ;

effort to review our draft documents. The attachment to this letter is our |

analysis of your comments and changes made to the drafts as a result of your
comments.

If you have any questions concerning our effort on these documents, please
contact me at 301-415-1127

Sincerely,

.

Original signed by:
'

Alexander Adams Jr., Senior Project Manager -

Non-Power Reactors.and Decommissioning
Project Directorate

Division of Reactor Program Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

,
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***** January 25, 1996

Mr. Mark L. Moore
Reactor Facility Director
Armed Forces Radiobiology

Research Institute
8901 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20889-5603

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO AFRRI COMMENTS ON NRC DRAFT DOCUMENTS

Dear Mr. Moore:

By-letter dated June 7, 1994, you provided comments on Chapters 5 and 14 of
the draft " Format and Content for Applications for the Licensing of Non-Power
Reactors" and " Standard Review Plan and Acceptance Criteria for Applications
for the Licensing of Non-Power Reactors." Thank you for taking the time and
effort to review our draft documents. The attachment to this letter is our
analysis of your comments and changes made to the drafts as a result of your
comments.

If you have any questions concerning our effort on these documents, please
contact me at 301-415-1127.

Sincerely,
,

#*M '

7
Alexander Adams Jr., Sen ProjectManager
Non-Power Reactors and Decommissioning

Project Directorate
Division of Reactor Program Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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NRC response to AFFRI comments - Chapter 5, Reactor Coolant Systems

General comment - Many of your comments express a concern that the suggestions
given in the guidance documents may not be applicable to all facilities and
that wording should be added to the documents that provide flexibility in the
use of the guidance.

NRC response - We agree that not every suggestion given in the guidance is
applicable to every reactor type. We believe that adding additional wording
to each specific section that you have identified will place emphasis on
certain guidance over other guidance that has not been identified. Instead,
we will add additional guidance to the introduction of the format and content
document and the standard review plan document to make it clear to applicants
and NRC reviewers that the applicability of the guidance in the documents will
differ with the type of reactor under consideration. The additional wording
for the format and content document is:

The NRC staff recognizes that not all of the suggestions given in
this document will be applicable to each non-power reactor. This
problem is inherent to writing a single guidance document for
reactors ranging from an AGN design with 0.1 watt thermal power to
the heavy water tank test reactor at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology at 20 MW thermal power. As applicants
review this document, they will identify guidance that they believe
is not applicable to their particular reactor design. Applicants
should carefully consider what guidance is applicable to their
reactor design. The applicant does not need to discuss the
reasoning for not providing all of the information suggested in this j

document. However, the applicant should be able to justify the i

deletion of information if asked by the NRC staff.

The additional wording added to the last paragraph of Section I of the
Introduction to the standard review plan is:

However, not all of the guidance in the Standard Review Plan may be
applicable to every non-power reactor type licensed by NRC. There
may be instances where the applicant has not addressed a topic in !

the format and content guide because the applicant has made a
determination that the guidance is not applicable to the particular
reactor. The reviewer should be aware of the general non-power
reactor types and the differences between the types. If it is not
clear to the reviewer that specific guidance is not applicable to
the reactor under review, the applicant may be asked why a
particular issue is not addressed in the SAR.

Comment - Review plan section 5.4.2.(5), Secondary Coolant System, Acceptance
Criteria, page 5-7. The document states that an acceptable secondary system
design should provide for any necessary chemical control to limit corrosion or
other degradation of the heat exchanger and prevent chemical contamination of
the environment. You commented that this section should more explicitly state
that these measures are needed only if shown to be necessary in the particular
facility being analyzed. You suggested that if necessary for the safe
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operation of the facility, an acceptable secondary system design should
provide-for chemical control to limit corrosion or other degradation of the
heat exchanger and prevent chemical contamination of the environment.

NRC response - Please see the general comment above which we believe addresses
your concern. We believe that the existing wording that the "... secondary
system design should provide any necessary chemical control..." (emphasis
added) addresses your concern. What amount.of control is needed is proposed
and justified by the licensee in the safety analysis report (SAR).'

Comment - Review plan section 5.4.4.(3), Secondary Coolant System, Evaluation
Findings, page 5-8. The document states as an evaluation finding of the
staff's review that secondary coolant system instrumentation and controls are
designed to provide all necessary functions and to transmit information on the
operating status to the control room. You commented that in some facilities
the secondary system cannot fail in a harmful manner, and therefore extensive
functional controls and information beyond that necessary to determine that
the primary water is at an acceptable temperature'is not needed. You
suggested that we include a caveat in this requirement that eliminates the
requirement for any functional control or information if the facility
demonstrates that no. deleterious effects are possible from secondary system
failure except a rise in the primary temperature, which is monitored in the '

control room.

NRC response - Please see the general comment above which we believe addresses -

your concern. We believe that the existing wording that the " Secondary system
instrumentation and controls are designed to provide any necessary

-functions..." (emphasis added) addresses your concern. Please note that this
section is an evaluation finding that the staff may make in the NRC safety
evaluation report (SER). If this finding is not applicable to the reactor
under evaluation because of the design of the facility, the reviewer will not
make this finding. What instrumentations and controls a particular reactor
has will depend on the specific reactor design and safety analysis. This
evaluation finding can apply to a wide variety of circumstances.

Comment - Review plan section 5.6.3, Primary Coolant Makeup Water System,
Review Procedures, page 5-11. The document discusses safety precautions to
preclude overfilling of the reactor coolant system and subsequent loss through
the drain system and release of primary coolant back through the makeup system
into potable water supplies. You commented that this section should clearly
state that if the facility is designed such that overfilling of the primary
system cannot release water to the potable water supply then measures to
preclude overfilling are not necessary. You suggested that we modify this
section to make clear that the key point is not the preclusion of overfilling,
but the preclusion of primary water reaching the potable water supply.

NRC response - In addition to loss of primary coolant to the drain system and
potable water supplies, overfilling is also a concern to the NRC staff because
of the possibility that pool overfilling contributed to the failure of reactor

,
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pool liners. Based on your comment, we believe that the wording of the
section could be clearer. We will change this section to read:

The staff will compare the design bases and functional requirements
for replenishing primary coolant including the quantity and quality
of water, the activities or functions that remove primary coolant,
and systems or procedures to accomplish water makeup with the
acceptance criteria. The staff review will focus, as applicable, on
safety precautions to preclude overfilling of the reactor coolant
system, loss of primary coolant through the non-radioactive service
drain system, and for the release of primary coolant back through
the makeup system into potable water supplies.

Comment - Review plan section 5.6.4.(4), Primary Coolant Makeup Water System,
Evaluation Findings, page 5-12. The document states as an evaluation finding
of the staff's revi'ew that the technical specifications, including testing and
surveillance, provide reasonable assurance of necessary water makeup system
operability for normal reactor operations. You commented that in some
facilities the makeup water system has no safety significance. You said that
in these cases technical specification requirements for the makeup system are
unnecessary. You suggested that we modify the requirements to apply only to
those facilities where the makeup system has a safety function.

NRC response - Please see the general' comment above which we believe addresses
your concern. This is a staff finding for the NRC SER. If no technical
specifications (TSs) apply to the water makeup system, this finding will not !

appear. The finding, as written, applies to a wide range of TSs. ,

l

Comment - Format and content section 5.4 (3), Secondary Coolant System, page
5-5. The document discusses including information on important design and
operating parameters and specifications of the secondary system, including
construction materials and fabrication specifications of components. You
commented that some facilities have been in operation for 30 years, and
specifications are not readily available for some materials or components.
You suggested that we modify the section to allow the alternative of citing
operational history of components in use instead of tables of specifications.

NRC response - Please see the general comment above which we believe addresses
this situation. In addition, we will change the fifth bullet of this section
to read:

construction materials and fabrication specifications of components
(Older facilities for which complete information may not be
available should make a best effort to provide this information and
should discuss operating history of components.)

Comment - Format and content section 5.4 (3), Secondary Coolant System, page
5-5. The document discusses including information on important design and
operating parameters and specifications of the secondary system, including

_- _- _ _ _---_ - - _ - _ _ -___ _ _ _ _ - . _
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heat dissipation specifications related to environmental factors. You
commented that the meaning of this section is unclear and suggested that we
modify the section to clearly indicate what is required.

NRC response - We will change the sixth bullet to read:
~

heat dissipation specifications related to environmental factors
(e.g., temperature and humidity)

Comment - Format and content section 5.4 (3), Secondary Coolant' System, page
5-5. The document discusses including information on important design and
operating parameters and specifications of the secondary system, including
specifications and limitations on coolant quality and its effect on
environmental chemical contamination factors and corrosion of the secondary
system components. You come nted that the meaning of "...effect on
environmental chemical contamination factors..." is unclear and suggested that |
we modify this section to explain.

NRC response - We will change the seventh bullet to read as follows:

specifications and limitations on coolant quality and corrosion of
the secondary system components including the environmental effects
of the use of secondary coolant chemicals

Comment - Format and content section 5.4 (4), Secondary Coolant System, page
5-5. The document discusses including information on how the pressure in the
secondary system is maintained above that in the primary for all operating

; conditions, or analyze the radiological effect of leakage of contaminated
primary coolant into the secondary system. You commented that some facilities
have normal operations modes where the secondary system is shut down, and
therefore the secondary pressure is not above that of the primary. You
suggested that we modify this section to include a caveat such as: "...except
when the secondary system is intentionally shut down for system tests or
repairs..."

NRC response - If the secondary pressure is not above the primary pressure at
all times (including when the system is shutdown), the licensee may need to
consider primary to secondary leakage. However, your comment raises valid
points. If the heat exchanger is isolated for periods of system shut down or
for system tests or repairs, this is acceptable. Also, if system tests or
repairs are of short duration, the applicant may be able to justify not
considering primary to secondary leakage. We will change this section of the
format and content to read:

Discuss how the pressure in the secondary system is maintained above
that in the primary for all operating conditions, or analyze the
radiological effect of leakage of contaminated primary coolant into ,

the secondary system. Isolation of the heat exchanger during shut
down periods is an acceptable method to control potential primary to
secondary leakage if secondary pressure is lower than primary

rpressure only during periods of system shut down. The applicant

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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- does not need to perform an analysis of primary to secondary system
~

leakage if secondary system pressure is lower than primary pressure
for only short periods of time for system testing or repair.

Comment -~ Format and content section 5.4 (5), Secondary Coolant System, page
5-6 (you referred to this as section 5.4 (4) but we believe from your comment'
that you were referring to section 5.4 (5)). The document states that the
applicant should discuss control and safety instrumentation, including '

locations and functions of sensors and readout devices and interlocks or
safety capabilities. You commented that some facilities have secondary
systems with no safety implications except for potential leaks from the
primary. You suggested that we modify this section to make it clear this is
not required for fccilities where the secondary has no failure modes with
safety implications.

NRC response - Please see the general comment above which we believe addresses
this situation. We do not believe that the section should be changed. Your
comment is correct that some facilities have secondary coolant systems with no
safety implications except for potential leaks from the primary. However, we
believe that a complete SAR should discuss the instrumentation associated with
the secondary coolant system.

Comment - Format and content section 5.4 (8), Secondary Coolant System, page
5-6. The document states that the applicant should provide a discussion of

-

technical specification requirements for the secondary system, including the
bases, and surveillance requirements. You commented that some facilities have
no need for technical specifications regarding the secondary system. -You
suggested that we modify this section to require this discussion only for
those facilities needing technical specifications for their secondary systems.

NRC response - Please see the general comment above which we believe addresses
this situation. We will change this section to read as follows:

1
Discussion of technical specification requirements, as appropriate, '

for the secondary system, including the bases, and surveillance
requirements.

Comment - Format and content section 5.5 (1), Primary Coolant Cleanup System,
page 5-7. The document describes a primary coolant quality range for pH of
between 5.5 and 7.5. You commented that some facilities do not specifically
require the monitoring of pH and suggested that we modify the section to
require a pH range only for those facilities where that parameter is
essential.

NRC response - Please see the general comment above which we believe addresses i

this situation. We believe that all facilities should consider if they should
limit and measure the pH of their primary coolant. The range given in the
guidance is just an example based on experience,

l
_ _ _ _. a
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Comment - Format and content section 5.5 (3), Primary Coolant Cleanup System,
page 5-7. The document discusses the applicant providing information in the
form of a table of specifications for the cleanup system demonstrating that it
is designed for the volume and throughput of the primary coolant system. You
commented that such specifications may not exist for older facilities that
have been operating for many years. These facilities rely on continuous
monitoring throughout the life of the facility to demonstrate that the cleanup
system is adequately designed.

NRC response - The section will be changed to read as follows:

Table of specifications for the cleanup system demonstrating that it
is designed for the volume and throughput of the primary coolant
system. (Older facilities for which complete information may not be
available should make a best effort to provide this information and
should discuss operating history of components.)

NRC response to AFRRI comments - Chapter 14, Technical Specifications

General Comment - Your comment addresses multiple proposed new additions to
items required in the technical specifications (TSs). You state that the
proposed guidelines would require a very significant increase in the number
and specificity of items contained in the TSs. You further state the TSs
represent the primary mechanism utilized by the operational staff to insure
safe operation of the reactor facility. To be effective, the technical
specifications must be clear, concise, and sufficiently succinct so that
operators can realistically know and apply them on a daily basis. The
proposed guidelines will dramatically add to the volume and complexity of the
TSs. This makes them much less likely to be well understood and appropriately
used on a daily basis by operations personnel, and thus renders them much less
useful in fulfilling their primary intent as a safety-related document.
Although on an individual basis most of the items in the proposed guidelines
can be defended as "value added," in the aggregate they add undesirable volume
to the current technical specifications requirements without adding
significant additional safety. You suggested that a more appropriate place
for many of the newly proposed requirements is in the SAR. You suggested that
the TSs should be a concise document suitable for use by operational
personnel, and should retain only those items absolutely essential to safe
operations.

NRC rrsponse - We agree with many of your points. The guidance given here
does not represent new requirements from what NRC has approved in non-power
reactor TSs. The labeling of sections of the text as "added by NRC" refer to
suggested content of the TSs beyond that discussed in ANS 15.1. ANS 15.1 was
written for more users than NRC licensed non-power reactors and thus does not
contain all of the TS contents suggested by NRC. There has been a change in
the contents of non-power reactor TSs with the passage of time and the
accumulation of experience.
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It is important.to realize that requirements for all of the various types of
non-power reactors are presented in this chapter. The TSs will vary with each
reactor type and no single non-power reactor will contain all of the TSs
discussed in the chapter. To address your general concern and a number of
your specific concerns we will add additional guidance to the introduction and
to Chapter 14 of the format and content document and the standard review plan
document to make it clear to applicants and NRC reviewers that the
applicability of the guidance in the documents will differ with the type of
reactor under consideration. The additional wording for the format and
content document is:

The NRC staff recognizes that not all of the suggestions given in
this document will be applicable to each non-power reactor. This
problem is inherent to writing a single guidance document for
reactors ranging from an AGN design with 0.1 watt thermal power to
the heavy water tank test reactor at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology at 20 MW thermal power. As applicants
review this document, they will identify guidance that they believe
is not applicable to their particular reactor design. Applicants
should carefully consider what guidance is applicable to their
reactor design. The applicant does not need to discuss the
reasoning for not providing all of the information suggested in this
document. However, the applicant should be able to justify the
deletion of information if asked by the NRC staff.

The additional wording added to the last paragraph of Section I of the
Introduction to the standard review plan is:

However, not all of the guidance in the Standard Review Plan may be
applicable to every non-power reactor type licensed by NRC. There
may be instances where the applicant has not addressed a topic in
the format and content guide because the applicant has made a
determination that the guidance is not applicable to the particular
reactor. The reviewer should be aware of the general non-power
reactor types and the differences between the types. If it is not
clear to the reviewer that specific guidance is not applicable to
the reactor under review, the applicant may be asked why a
particular issue is not addressed in the SAR.

The following will be added to section 14.1 of the format and content:

The guidance in this chapter consists of technical specifications
for all types of non-power reactors. Not all of the guidance given
here is applicable to a particular reactor type. The applicant must
propose and justify those technical specifications that are
applicable to the reactor design and utilization under
consideration.
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- Section 14.1 of the review plan states that because of the wide diversity of |
non-power reactor designs and operating characteristics, some items may not be ;

applicable to all _ facilities. The following will be added to section 14.1 of
the review plan: -

!The reviewer must review the proposed technical specifications
considering the design and utilization of the reactor under review.

Comment - Format and content sections 14.1, Introduction, and 14.2, Format and i

Content of Technical Specifications, pages 14-1 and 14-2. Paragraph 5 of i

section 14.1 states that the TSs are neither derived or justified in this i

chapter of the SAR. Section 1.1 of paragraph 14.2 refers to ANSI Standard |
15.1 (ANS 15.1), which states in section 1.1 that sufficient detail is
incorporated so that applicable specifications can be derived or extracted.
You commented that these statements, taken together, provide apparently
conflicting guidance regarding the detail required for this section. You
suggested that we modify section 1.1 to remove the apparent conflict with ANS
15.1.

NRC response - The statement from ANS 15.1 is part of the scope of the
standard which describes what the goals of the standard are. The scope of the
. standard is not related to the NRC guidance and we believe that no conflict

.,

i

exists. However, this chapter of the format and content document was written j
to accomplish two objectives, the first to describe the contents of Chapter 14 i

1of the SAR and the second to provide' guidance on the contents of the facility
TSs. To clarify these objectives the first paragraph of section-14.1 will be
changed to read:

The objectives of this chapter of the format and content guidance
are to discuss the contents of Chapter 14 of the safety analysis
report (SAR),and to present guidance on the format and content of
non-power reactor technical specifications. Section 14.1 discusses !
the content of Chapter 14 of the SAR while Section 14.2 contains

j!guidance on the format and content of non-power reactor technical
specifications. '!

Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
Specifications, subsection 3.1 (4), Core Configurations, pages 14-9 and 14-10.
This section discusses allowed core configurations. You commented that the
meaning of the term " allowed core configurations" is unclear and you suggested

' that we clarify the meaning of the term " allowed core configurations" and
explain the specifications required.

!
NRC response - Allowed core configurations is the same as allowed core

,

geometries. An example would be allowing high density or high enriched fuel" '

only in the outer rings of a TRIGA core because of concerns about power
densities. The bullets in the text of the document are examples of limiting
core configurations. The NRC staff cannot predict all conditions under which
core configuration would have to be controlled and can only give examples
based on past TSs. We will add the following example to the bullets in this
section to further explain the concept of allowed core configurations:

, _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ . _ _
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If analysis shows that power peaking or power densities are a
concern in mixed cores, then core geometry may need to be restricted
to allow certain types of fuel assemblies or elements only in
certain core positions.

Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
, Specifications, subsection 3.1 (6)(b), Fuel Parameters, page 14-11. (You
stated section 3.1 (4)(b) which does not exist. From your comment we believe
that section 3.1 (6)(b) is the section you are referring to.) This section
discusses fuel burnup limits. You commented that it is unclear how the' degree
of uranium burnup could represent a hazard for most reactors. You commented
that this specification on uranium burnup is probably not required for most
research reactors and should not be included here. You suggest.that we modify
the section to remove the requirement for a limit on uranium burnup for all
reactors.

NRC response - Burnup is an important limit on some non-power reactor fuel
types. For example, some fuel matrixes have difficulty containing fission
gases at high burnups and exhibit clad swelling. As explained on pages.14-12
and 14-13 of the format and content, the'NRC is concerned with the maximum-
burnup limit for plate-type fuels because of the build up of oxide on the fuel

-cladding which can affect heat transfer characteristics of the fuel. For
TRIGA fuel, burnup affects fuel swelling and hydrogen migration in the- fuel.
For these reasons, we believe that we cannot adopt your suggestion.

Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical |

Specifications, subsection 3.2 (8), Control Systems and Instrumentation
' Requirements for Operation, page 14-16. The document discusses the need for a
period channel and period scram. You commented.that a period scram has no
relevance for a pulsing reactor. You said that many such reactors have a i

period rod withdrawal interlock operative in steady state mode. Many reactors
capable of pulsing have no need for a period scram in steady state mode. You
suggested that we modify the section to delete the requirement for a period
scram.

NRC response - We agree that pulsing reactors may not need a period scram but
other types of reactors may need this scram. We believe that the changes to
the documents in response to your general comment address your concerns and
allows TRIGA reactor applicants the flexibility to propose and justify not
having a'TS requirement for a period scram. This section of the document
states:

In addition, most non-power reactors have a period channel (meter),
including a period scram. One should be specified as analyzed in
reactor transient response section of the SAR.

We do not suggest that all reactors need a period scram. If the reactor
transient response section of the SAR shows no need for a period scram, then
the applicant can propose not having the scram. We believe that the section
as written has the flexibility to address all situations. Because of this, we
believe we can not adopt your suggestion.

- - . . --.
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Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
Specifications, subsection 3.2 (8), Control Systems and Instrumentation
Requirements for Operation, page 14-17. The document states that if digital
control and safety instrumentation is used, an analog system should be
specified to provide diversity and redundancy. You commented that the
diversity and redundancy provided by an analog system is necessary only for
safety channels, and. is not needed for operational channels. You suggested
that we modify the section to make it clear that an analog system is required
only for safety channels, and not for operational channels.

NRC response - We will change the statement to read:

In past cases where digital control and safety instrumentation was
used, an analog reactor protection system was specified in the ;

technical specifications in addition to the digital system to !
Iprovide diversity and redundancy. The technical specifications for

digital systems (including what degree of diversity and redundancy i

is needed) are based on the analysis in Chapter 7 of the SAR,
" Instrumentation and Control Systems."

Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
Specifications, subsection 3.3 (4), Coolant Systems, Detection of Leakage or l

Loss of Coolant, page 14-18. The document discusses the need for operability ]
of leakage detection systems. You commented that this section is not clear
regarding the kind of detection system required, or whether the system is
intended to monitor release of radiation to the environment or to protect

against a loss of coolant situation. You suggested that we clarify this
section.

NRC response - The leakage detection systems can function to detect a loss of
coolant situation or a release to the environment depending on the system
design. Not all reactor types would have or need this system. Leakage ;

detection systems are common in heavy water reactors because of concern of !

tritium release or contamination. The SAR analysis would determine if this
type of system is needed. We will change this section to read:

If primary system leakage or other loss of coolant could lead to an
uncontrolled release of radioactive material (see. items 5 and 8
below) to the environment, an LC0 should state the need for
operability of leakage detection systems. Depending on reactor
design, the applicant may also want to detect loss of coolant to
prevent fuel damage. An example of this type of system would be
instrumentation that monitors the pressure difference between the
primary and secondary cooling systems at the heat exchanger to
detect conditions that would allow loss of primary coolant in the
event of a heat exchanger leak. Another example is in heavy water
systems that may have detectors located on pumps and piping to
detect leakage.
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Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical |
Specifications, subsection 3.3.(4), Coolant Systems, Secondary and Primary

'

Coolant Radioactivity Limits, page 14-19. The document. discusses periodic
sampling of the primary and secondary systems to detect and quantify ;

radioactivity in the primary and secondary coolant. You commented that
historical experience with many types of research reactors shows that prim uy
system activation (should it occur), is so low that subsequent contamination
of the secondary system (should it occur), is so minor that the secondary
system activation is undetectable. You suggest that we modify the section to
eliminate the requirement for the TSs to require analysis of the secondary
system.

NRC response - Please see our response to your general comments which we
believe gives applicants the flexibility to address concerns similar to yours.
The need for this TS, like all TS is based on the analysis of the reactor. If

the analysis of the coolant systems shows the possibility for a heat exchanger
failure that can release primary coolant into the secondary system and into
the environment, periodic sampling of the secondary coolant to show compliance
with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 should be considered. Maintaining
radioisotope levels in the primary coolant to some low level may be
justification for not performing secondary coolant analysis. Given our
response to your general comments, we believe that the guidance should not be
changed.

Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
Specifications, subsection 3.3 (9), Coolant Systems, Water Chemistry
Requirements, page 14-19 and subsection 4.3 (6), Coolant Systems, Conductivity
and'pH, page 14-30. The document discusses limits on primary coolant
conductivity and pH. You commented that extensive experience with many types
of research reactors shows that monitoring of conductivity alone is fully
adequate to represent the ion concentration in the primary water system. The
monitoring of pH, in addition to conductivity, is not required. You suggested
that we modify the section to require monitoring of conductivity or pH.

NRC response - Please see our response to your general comments which we
believe gives applicants the flexibility to address concerns similar to yours.
We can not state that all reactors will never need to monitor pH. Given our
response to your general comment, we believe that the guidance should remain
as written, to ensure that applicants consider the need for monitoring ;

conductivity and pH. !

Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
Specifications, subsection 3.7.2, Effluents, page 14-23. The document states
that all radioactive species listed in Section 3,7.2 of ANS 15.1 should be ,

addressed for normal operations, and the releases should be limited by techni- ;

cal specifications. You commented that many research reactors do not produce i

all the classes of radioisotopes listed in ANS 15.1. Furthermore, the i

specific release limits for radioisotopes potentially produced should be !

included as a part of the SAR, not the TSs. You suggested that we review this
section to require release limits only for those radioisotopes produced at a'

given facility, and as a part of the SAR, not the TSs.

.- - -
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-NRC response - Please see our response'to your general comments which we
believe gives applicants the flexibility to address concerns similar to yours.
We are only interested in the classes of radioisotopes produced by the

Jfacility. We will change.the section to make this clear. If the applicant
proposes to control releases to 10 CFR Part 20 limits at the point of release, ;

then we agree that this statement can be in the SAR. However, i f' the |
applicant is proposing a higher release concentration based on diffusion i

'

calculations in the SAR or dilution, then we believe that this limit should be
in the TSs. We will change this section to read:

All radioactive species.. listed in Section 3.7.2 of ANSI /ANS'15.1
that are released by the facility should be addressed for normal

: operations, and the releases should be limited by technical
specifications. The NRC accepts the proposed concentration limits,
provided the SAR shows that potential doses from these
concentrations comply with 10 CFR Part 20 for the maximum exposed
member of the public on a facility-specific- basis. If the applicant
proposes to limit release to 10 CFR Part 20 limits at the point of ~]release, then the analysis of effluents in the safety analysis
report is sufficient and no technical specifications need be
proposed.

Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
Specifications, subsection 3.8.1, Experiments, Reactivity Limits, page 14-24.
The document discusses reactivity limits associated with secured, unsecured,
and moveable experiments. The worth of movable experiments should be no more
than one dollar. You commented that many research reactors are designed for
routine insertion and removal of experiments while the reactor is operating.
These facilities typically have only one limit on experiment worth'specified.
This limit is based on a worst case analysis, with years of operating
experience validating the safety of the single limit. Other more benign
situation are bounded by the worst case analysis, and therefore multiple
limits are unnecessary. Furthermore, this limit is typically as much as three
dollars, a value which has been demonstrated to be safe analytically and
operationally. You suggested that we modify this section to allow for a
single reactivity limit on the worth of experiments. You suggested that we
permit a limit as high as- three dollars.

NRC response - We believe that our response to the general comments gives ,

1applicants the flexibility to propose limits that they believe they can
justify. The concept of different experiment types such as secured,
unsecured, and movable is a long standing concept discussed in ANS 15.1 and
Regulatory Guide 2.2 and we believe that these experiment distinctions should
continue. Movable experiments that can be moved in the reactor while the
reactor is operating should be limited to one dollar of worth. We believe
that inadvertent prompt critical events should be avoided even in reactors
designed to pulse. For these reasons we believe that the text of the document
should remain unchanged.
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Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
Specifications, subsection 3.8.2, Experiments,. Materials, page 14-24. The
document discusses the need to double encapsulate liquid, gas, and potentially
corrosive materials. You commented that double encapsulation of all liquid
and gas materials is not required in every case. Many liquids _and-gasses are
benign and need not be doubly encapsulated. Many reactors have routinely
irradiated specific gasses for years without double encapsulation and without
heard or-incident. Requiring double encapsulation for all _ liquids and gasses
would require needless redesign of experimental facilities. The TSs should
require evaluation of liquids and gasses to be irradiated to' determine if !

double encapsulation is required. You suggested that we modify this section 1

so that the TSs require analysis of liquids and gasses to be irradiated to i

determine if double encapsulation is necessary. .

NRC response - We agree with your comment. The applicant should determine by
analysis of the proposed experiment involving liquid or gas samples if double !

encapsulation is needed considering factors such as the affect on the reactor '

of encapsulation failure, the radiological impact on the facility staff,:the
public and the environment of encapsulation failure, and if encapsulation
failure would result in any industrial hazard that would impact reactor
operation. We will change this section to read:

A specification should require double _ encapsulation of potentially
corrosive materials. All liquid and gas samples should be-analyzed
to determine if they require double encapsulation considering
factors such as the affect of failure on the reactor, the
radiological consequences of failure on-the facility staff, the
public and the environment, and if failure would result in' an

,

industrial hazard that could impact safe reactor operation. The i

failure of an encapsulation of material that could damage the |
reactor should require removal and physical inspection of

'

potentially damaged components.
,

i

Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
Specifications, subsection 3.8.2, Experiments, Materials, page 14-25. The
document discusses limits on unknown materials that could be placed in the
reactor for irradiation. You commented that a specific number for the
irradiation of an unknown material cannot be realistically set. The
appropriate limit would depend on the specific experiment protocol being

-employed. The TS should require analysis on a case by case basis for
irradiation of unknown materials. You suggested that we review this section

-to require analysis of unknown materials on a case by case basis, depending on
' the experimental facility and protocol used.

'NRC response - We believe that our response to the general comments gives
applicants the flexibility to propose limits that they believe they can
justify. Regulatory Guide 2.2 states that no experiments should be preformed
unless the material-content, with the exception of trace constituents, is
known. This_has been the long standing NRC position on the introduction of
unknown materials into non-power reactors. Even in neutron activation
analysis, the most common situation where unknown materials may be

- ._ - . - - . . . . - _ _
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encountered, the sample material content'is usually known with the exception
of occasional trace elements. For these reasons-we believe that the text of
the document should remain unchanged.

Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
Specifications, subsections 4.1 (3), (4), (5), and (6), Surveillance
Requirements,. Reactor Core Parameters, pages 14-27 and 14-28. These sections
of the document discuss surveillance requirements for pulse limits, core
configuration, reactivity coefficients, and fuel parameters. You commented
that limits and analysis for these items may be more appropriately
accomplished in the SAR hazards analysis. This is consistent with the intent
of the SAR, and will limit the volume of the TSs by focusing on operational l

parameters. You suggested that we modify this section to place these .

'requirements in the SAR hazards analysis section.

NRC response - It appears that your comments are directed more towards section
;

14.2, subsections 3.1 (3), (4), (5), and (6), which are the limiting !

conditions for operation (LCOs) rather than the 4.1 subsections which are
surveillance requirements. We believe that our response to the general
comments gives applicants the flexibility to propose limits that they believe
they can justify. This includes placing limits in the SAR instead of the TSs.
These LCOs should be considered by all non-power reactor applicants. For
these reasons, we believe that this section of the chapter should not be
changed.

Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
Specifications, subsection 4.2 (8), Surveillance Requirements, Reactor Control
and Safety Systems. Thermal Power Calibration for Reactors not Cooled by
Forced Convection, page 14-29. This section of the document states that the
basis for the thermal power calibration must indicate the method used. You
commented that the TSs should not restrict thermal power calibrations to any
one specific method. The key issue is that the licensee must accomplish a
valid thermal power calibration at a specified interval. Restricting the
methods available is unnecessary. You suggested that we revise this section i

to remove the requirement to specify the method to be used to accomplish the i
'required thermal power calibration.

NRC response - The definition of basis of a TS from ANS 15.1 is a statement
that provides the background or reason for the choice of specification (s), or
references a particular portion of the SAR that does. We believe that our i
request conforms to the definition of basis. The basis portion of a TS is not
binding on the licensee like a specification. The description in the basis
can allow flexibility by referring to a section of the SAR. Power calibration
is an important surveillance to show that the reactor is operating within the
bounds of the license. The method used for power calibration can effect the
results of the surveillance. We believe that the licensee should carefully
consider changes to the method of power calibration.

Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
Specifications, subsections 4.4.2 and 4.5, Surveillance Requirements,
Containment or Confinement, Confinement and Ventilation Systems, page 14-31.
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The document discusses functional tests and operability checks of confinements
and ventilation systems at regular intervals. You commented that these.
systems should be functionally checked when installed. They need not be
tested again unless changed. You suggested that we modify this section to
remove the requirement for periodic testing of confinement and ventilation
systems.

NRC response'- We believe that our response to the general comments gives
applicants the flexibility to propose limits that they believe they can
. justify. If the confinement and ventilation systems need to be subjected to
surveillance requirements depends on the manufacture's recommendations for
component surveillance and the assumptions made in the SAR concerning
operability of the systems to protect the health and safety of the staff, the
public, and the environment. For these reasons, we believe the text should
not be changed.

Comment - Format and content section 14.2, Format and Content of Technical
Specifications, subsection 4.7.1, Surveillance Requirements, Radiation
Monitoring Systems and Effluents, Monitoring Systems, page 14-32. The
document suggests a channel test of monitoring systems be performed monthly. '

You commented that many research reactors currently have a quarterly,

requirement for a channel test of radiation monitoring systems. This has
proven adequate over many years of operations. You suggested that we change
the frequency of test'to quarterly.

NRC' response - We believe that our response to the general comments gives
applicants the flexibility to propose limits that they believe they can
justify. ANS 15.1 suggests operability checks be performed monthly to
quarterly. To be conservative, we have suggested monthly testing. This does
not preclude applicants with successful histories of quarterly testing from
proposing that surveillance interval. For these reasons we believe that the
text should not be changed..

.
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